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Evaluation of Mechanical Properties of Reinforced
Poplar Laminated Veneer Lumber
Jie Wang,a Xiaolei Guo,a Wei Zhong,b Huiyun Wang,a and Pingxiang Cao a,*
Three types of reinforcement materials, a carbon fiber-reinforced
polymer (CFRP) sheet, a glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) mesh,
and a composite of the CFRP sheet and GFRP mesh, were used to
reinforce poplar laminated veneer lumber (LVL), and the multi-step hotpressing method was also applied. The mechanical properties, i.e.,
modulus of rupture (MOR), modulus of elasticity (MOE), and horizontal
shear strength (HSS), of the reinforced LVL were investigated, as well as
the effects of lay-up location of the CFRP sheet/GFRP mesh composite.
The results indicated that applying the multi-step hot-pressing method
and incorporating the CFRP sheet, GFRP mesh, and the CFRP
sheet/GFRP mesh composite noticeably improved the MOR and MOE
under horizontal and vertical loadings. Only the multi-step hot-pressing
method was able to greatly improve the HSS of reinforced LVL under
both loading modes. The improved effect of the three kinds of reinforcing
materials on the mechanical properties was ordered as follows: CFRP
sheet/GFRP mesh composite > CFRP sheet > GFRP mesh. Locating the
CFRP sheet/GFRP mesh composite closer to the surface veneer layer
yielded the best mechanical properties for the reinforced poplar LVL.
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INTRODUCTION
In China, because of the serious shortage of high-quality timber from natural
forests, poplar is a widely planted and fast-growing species that has become one of the
main resources in the wood industry (Xu 2014). However, its loose material and low
mechanical properties limit its application in structural products. Developing the
advanced technology to improve the performance of poplar products and to expand the
scope of the application of poplar products are two very important goals.
Laminated veneer lumber (LVL) is a wood product similar to plywood, but,
unlike plywood, is a parallel-laminated veneer (Laufenberg 1983; Wei and Zhou 2012).
Because of its excellent performance properties, such as good dimensional stability,
uniform strength, adaptability to engineering, free size design, and suitability for
automatic production, LVL is a high-quality product that has been used in both nonstructural and structural applications, such as the flooring industry, the furniture industry,
packaging, and construction (Sasaki 2001; Anonymous 2009; Mei and Zhou 2009;
Tenorio et al. 2011; Wei and Zhou 2012). However, because of the poor performance
properties of poplar, poplar LVL is rarely used as a structural timber.
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Reinforcing technology is a feasible and effective method for improving the
mechanical properties of LVL made of low-quality, fast-growing wood. As a result,
reinforced LVL can be an alternative to high-quality solid wood timber. Over many
years, various studies have been conducted regarding the reinforcement of LVL.
Laufenberg et al. (1984) analyzed the economic feasibility of reinforcing LVL with
synthetic fibers. The evaluation indicated that there were great advantages in using glass
fiber to reinforce LVL. Pirvu et al. (2004) investigated the interface properties of a
carbon FRP-wood hybrid composite and the mechanical and physical properties retention
of a carbon/vinyl ester composite after preservative treatments. Wei et al. (2013) studied
the modulus of rupture and the modulus of elasticity of poplar LVL reinforced by carbonfiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) in two different configurations. The results showed that
poplar LVL reinforced by a single layer of CFRP on one side had higher bending strength
than that reinforced by a single layer of CFRP on each side. Buell and Saadatmanesh
(2005) researched the effects of carbon fiber fabric on the strengthening of timber bridge
beams to increase their load capacity. The results indicated that the stiffness, bending,
and shear strength of beams reinforced by carbon fiber fabric showed greater increases
when compared with the un-reinforced beams and concluded that carbon fiber fabric
could reduce the effects of wood defects on the mechanical properties of the beams. Kim
et al. (2010) investigated the influence of various CFRP properties on the behavior of the
various timber species and found that the energy absorption capacity of the reinforced
beams were greater than those of the non-reinforced beams. Zhou et al. (2015) studied
the influence of moisture on the performance of the entire CFRP-wood composite system
and found that the strength of the interface determined the mechanical properties of the
CFRP-wood composite and that water absorption was very important for the durability of
the entire CFRP-wood composite system. Bal (2014) studied the effects of woven glass
fiber on the mechanical properties of reinforced LVL. The study found that making use
of woven glass fiber to reinforce LVL had some positive influences and some negative
influences on the mechanical properties. Wang et al. (2011) introduced an investigation
to reinforce LVL with ramie fiber. The study indicated that using ramie fiber to enhance
LVL could improve the mechanical properties of LVL, especially the level of shear
strength. Zhang and Hu (2010) studied the influence of the lay-up position of glass fiber
mesh on improvements in the mechanical properties, and three useful methods to predict
the MOE of reinforced LVL were tested. Raftery and Harte (2011) found that the
reasonable usage of GFRP to enhance low-grade glued laminated timber could improve
the stiffness and the ultimate moment capacity, and the utilization of compression
strength was increased. Hu et al. (2010) investigated the effects of various factors on the
mechanical properties of LVL reinforced by metal mesh, showing that the lay-up position
and coarseness of the metal mesh greatly effected MOE and the type and lay-up position
of the metal mesh significantly influenced the MOR. In addition, many other methods of
reinforcing LVL have been studied, such as veneer densification using impregnation, and
adding bamboo veneer into LVL. All of these methods have been shown to be effective at
reinforcing the mechanical properties of LVL (Zhu et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2007; Liu et al.
2009; Haller et al. 2015).
Although many studies have been done to investigate the methods of reinforcing
LVL, applying the composite of the carbon sheet/glass fiber mesh and multi-step hot
pressing method to reinforce LVL has not been widely reported. Furthermore,
researching the reinforcement effect of different reinforcement materials on improving
LVL mechanical properties is very important from the perspective of designing highWang et al. (2015). “Mech. Prop. Reinf. LVL,” BioResources 10(4), 7455-7465.
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quality LVL with low cost. The aims of the present study were as follows: 1) to
investigate the effects of the inclusion of a carbon fiber sheet/glass fiber mesh composite,
carbon fiber sheet, and glass fiber mesh on the mechanical properties of reinforced poplar
LVL; 2) to compare the reinforcement effects of these three reinforcement materials on
poplar LVL; 3) to study the influence of the multi-step hot-pressing method on the
mechanical properties of reinforced poplar LVL; and 4) to study the effects of lay-up
position of the reinforcement carbon fiber sheet/glass fiber mess composite on the
mechanical properties of reinforced poplar LVL.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials and Specimens
The poplar veneers were provided by Peace Wood Co., Ltd., located in Xuzhou,
Jiangsu Province, China. The dimensions of the poplar veneers were 1220 mm (length) ×
1220 mm (width) × 3.2 mm (thickness), the average moisture content was approximately
7.8%, and the average density was 0.402 g/cm3. A phenol formaldehyde adhesive (PF),
provided by Dynea Guangdong Co., Ltd., was chosen to glue the laminated veneer
lumber (LVL); its solids content was 43.52%. Alkali-free glass fiber (E-glass fiber) mesh
was provided by Hejian Deliyuan Fiberglass Products Co., Ltd. The E-glass fiber mesh
size was 4 mm × 4 mm, and its unit weight was approximately 150 g/m². A pan-carbon
fiber sheet, whose specification was 1 k, was chosen as one of the reinforcement
materials; this was provided by Liso Composite Material Technology Co., Ltd. A silane
coupling agent of grade A-1100, whose mass fraction was 97%, was selected for the
surface treatment of the carbon fiber sheet and glass fiber mesh. All reinforced poplar
LVLs were manufactured on a multi-layer hot-pressing press machine (BY214*8/6-15,
China) at Guangzhou Homebon Timber Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Methods
Reinforced poplar LVL manufacturing process
The reinforced LVL was fabricated as follows. First, carbon fiber sheets and glass
fiber meshes were soaked in a silane coupling agent aqueous solution for 15 min. The
mass fraction of the silane coupling agent aqueous solution was 2%. Second, the carbon
fiber sheets and glass fiber meshes were dried in an electrothermal constant temperature
drying cabinet at 120 °C for 20 min. Third, PF was spread over the poplar veneer with a
roller. Fourth, the nine-layer poplar veneers spread with PF, the carbon fiber sheets, and
the glass fiber meshes were laminated parallel to the grain direction. The poplar veneers
were laminated in accordance with the rule of face-to-face and back-to-back. Fifth, the
composite was pre-pressed in a cold press for 30 min to allow part of the PF to penetrate
into the poplar veneer. The pre-pressing was also used to decrease the total thickness of
the composite, which would help position the composite in the hot-pressing machine.
Sixth, the composite was hot-pressed at 140 °C until the PF had cured.
For both processes, the veneer resin content of each side was 160 g/m2. The
manufacturing parameters used when reinforcing poplar LVL via the multi-step hotpressing method are shown in Table 1. For the reinforcement of poplar LVL with the
glass fiber mesh and carbon fiber sheet, the manufacturing parameters were established
as follows: pre-pressing pressure of 1.0 MPa, hot-pressing pressure of 1.2 MPa, hotpressing time of 100 s/mm, and hot-pressing temperature of 140 °C±5 °C.
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The dimensions of the products were 1220 mm (length) × 610 mm (width) × 24
mm (thickness). A total of six types of reinforced poplar LVL and one type of nonreinforced poplar LVL (a control LVL) were produced. The control LVL and LVL
reinforced by reinforcing materials were manufactured with one-step hot pressing
method. The dimensions of the specimens were in accordance with the Chinese National
Standard GB/T 20241-2006 (2006).
Table 1. Pressing Parameters of Multi-Step Hot-pressing Method
Pressing stage

Pressing pressure
(MPa/m²)

Pressing temperature
(°C)

Pressing time

Pre-pressing

1.0

ambient temperature

30 min

1.0

140±5

100 s/mm

1.2

140±5

80 s/mm

First stage of hotpressing
Second stage of hotpressing

The type of poplar LVL reinforced by multi-step hot pressing method (LVL-MH)
just consisted of nine-layer poplar veneers. The manufacturing process when using the
multi-step hot pressing method to reinforce the poplar LVL and the structure of this type
of reinforced LVL are shown in Fig. 1.

Poplar
veneer
LVL-MH

Fig. 1. The manufacturing process for the multi-step hot pressing method

All types of LVL reinforced by reinforcement materials that were used in the
study are shown in Fig. 2. The first type just consisted of nine-layer poplar veneers, and
this type of LVL was manufactured as a control (LVL-CG) in this study (Fig. 2A). The
second type (LVL-CS+GM) was made of nine-layer poplar veneers, eight-layer CFRP
sheets, and eight-layer GFRP meshes, the CFRP sheet/GFRP mesh composite for LVLCS+GM was laid up between all veneers symmetrically (Fig. 2B). The third type (LVLGM) was composed of nine-layer poplar veneers and eight-layer GFRP meshes, the
GFRP mesh for LVL-GM was laid up between all veneers (Fig. 2C). The fourth type
(LVL-CS) was composed of nine-layer poplar veneers and eight-layer CFRP sheets, the
CFRP sheet for LVL-CS was laid up between all veneers (Fig. 2D). The fifth and sixth
types (LVL-SD and LVL-CD) both consisted of nine-layer poplar veneers, two-layer
CFRP sheets, and two-layer GFRP meshes; the reinforcement of the CFRP sheet/GFRP
mesh composite for LVL-SD was laid up near to the surface veneer symmetrically (Fig.
2E); the reinforcement of the CFRP sheet/GFRP mesh composite for LVL-CD was laid
up near to the core veneer symmetrically (Fig. 2F).
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(A) LVL-CG
a
b

(B) LVL-CS+GM

a
c

(C) LVL-GM

a
b
c

(D) LVL-CS

(E) LVL-SD

a
b
c

(F) LVL-CD

Fig. 2. Six types of poplar LVL for construction: (A), (B), (C), (D), (E), and (F); (a) poplar veneer,
(b) CFRP sheet, and (c) GFRP mesh

In addition to the control group LVL-CG, six other types of reinforced LVL were
worked as the experiment groups. LVL-MH was made for studying on the effect of
multi-step hot pressing method on improving mechanical properties of poplar LVL. LVLCS+GM, LVL-GM, and LVL-CS were made for researching on the improvement effect
of different kinds of reinforcement materials on mechanical properties for reinforced
poplar LVL. LVL-SD and LVL-CD were made in order to study the improvement effect
of different lay-up locations of reinforcement materials on mechanical properties for
reinforced poplar LVL.
Measurement of mechanical properties
The mechanical properties examined in this research included the modulus of
rupture (MOR), modulus of elasticity (MOE), and horizontal shear strength (HSS). For
each mechanical property, both the horizontal loading and the vertical loading modes
were tested. Thus, this research investigated the values of MOR, MOE, and HSS under
horizontal loading (MORH, MOEH, and HSSH) and the values of MOR, MOE, and HSS
under vertical loading (MORV, MOEV, and HSSV). Three replicates were used, yielding a
total of 21 LVL billets.
Testing specimens were cut from each billet according to the Chinese National
Standard GB/T 20241-2006 (2006). The dimension of specimens for MORH and MOEH
was 600 mm × 25 mm × 25 mm (Length × Width × Thickness). The dimension of
specimens for MORV and MOEV was 600 mm×90 mm×25 mm (Length×Width×
Thickness). The dimension of specimens for HSSH was 150 mm×25 mm×25 mm
(Length×Width×Thickness). The dimension of specimens for HSSV was 150 mm×40
mm×25 mm (Length×Width×Thickness).
The mechanical properties were measured using a wood electronic universal
testing machine (WDW-100D, China). The methods used to measure the mechanical
properties were in accordance with the Chinese National Standard GB/T 20241-2006
(2006).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of the Effects of Multi-Step Hot-pressing Method on the
Mechanical Properties of Reinforced Poplar LVL
Table 2 shows the measured values of MOR, MOE, and HSS for the nonreinforced LVL (LVL-CG) and for the poplar LVL that had been reinforced using the
multi-step hot-pressing method (LVL-MH). One-way ANOVA showed that there was a
significant difference at a 99% confidence among the mechanical properties.
Table 2. Mechanical Properties of Poplar LVL Reinforced by the Multi-Step
Hot-Pressing Method
Reinforcement
type

MORH
(MPa)

MORV
(MPa)

MOEH
(MPa)

MOEV
(MPa)

HSSH
(MPa)

HSSV
(MPa)

Mean

Std.
dev

Mean

Std.
dev

Mean

Std.
dev

Mean

Std
dev

Mean

Std.
dev

Mean

Std
dev

LVL-CG

90.5

5.09

79.9

4.02

9185.8

128.04

8362.0

185.70

9.7

0.21

10.9

0.74

LVL-MH

124.2

3.75

110.3

2.90

11024.0

364.08

11517.0

186.19

12.7

0.47

14.4

0.63

Table 2 shows that the values of MORH, MOEH, HSSH, MORV, MOEV, and HSSV
of the LVL-MH were higher than those of the control group, LVL-CG, by 37.23%,
38.04%, 20.01%, 37.73%, 30.93%, and 32.11%, respectively. These results may have
occurred because six resin layers, among the total eight layers, were hot-pressed twice,
such that the resin was able to cure further. All the veneers of the LVL were hot-pressed
twice, which led to an increase in the density of the veneers. Several studies have found
that, as long as the amount of compression applied to a wood veneer remains below its
compression strength limit, greater compression values, and consequently, higher values
of veneer density, are associated with higher values of MOE and MOR (Li et al. 2010;
Zhang et al. 2012).
Analysis of the Effects of CFRP Sheet and GFRP Mesh on the Mechanical
Properties of Poplar LVL
Values of the mechanical properties, MOR, MOE, and HSS, for various types of
poplar LVL that were reinforced using CFRP sheet and GFRP mesh are listed in Table 3.
Table 3. Measured Values of the Mechanical Properties for Various Types of
Reinforced Poplar LVL
Reinforcement type

MORH
(MPa)

MORV
(MPa)

MOEH
(MPa)

MOEV
(MPa)

HSSH
(MPa)

HSSV
(MPa)

Mean

Std.
dev

Mean

Std.
dev

Mean

Std.
dev

Mean

Std.
dev

Mean

Std.
dev

Mean

Std.
dev

LVL-CG

90.5

5.09

79.9

4.02

9185.8

128.04

8362.0

185.70

9.7

0.21

10.9

0.74

LVL-GM

106.9

7.67

91.8

5.29

10365.0

97.61

9273.5

366.75

12.5

0.54

10.2

1.28

LVL-CS

113.7

5.96

105.4

5.53

11016.5

163.62

9992.5

408.21

13.1

0.34

11.4

1.02

LVLCS+GM

129.4

4.03

115.1

6.06

12544.0

230.47

10635.0

373.03

14.0

1.12

10.0

1.47
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One-way ANOVA showed that there was a significant difference at a 99%
confidence among MOEH, MOEV, MORH, MORV, and HSSH. There was no significant
difference among HSSV. Figure 3 shows the percentages of improvement in mechanical
properties for the three types of reinforced poplar LVL.

H

V

V

Fig. 3. Percentage of improvement in mechanical properties in comparison to control for three
types of reinforced poplar LVL

Figure 3 illustrates the effects of reinforcement materials on the MOR, MOE, and
HSS of reinforced poplar LVL. Mechanical properties of three types of reinforced LVL
were higher than that of the control group. The tensile strength (TS) and MOE of glass
fiber mesh and carbon fiber sheet are higher than for wood veneer, so using glass fiber
mesh and carbon fiber sheet could improve the mechanical properties of LVL. Secondly,
applying the glass fiber mesh, carbon fiber sheet, and the composite of the carbon fiber
sheet/glass fiber mesh to reinforce LVL could increase its average density or compression
ratio when the thickness was constant. Increasing compression ratio resulted in increasing
in mechanical properties. Wang and Dai (2005) showed that compression ratio (lower
than 10%) increased by 1%, which led to an approximately 1% increase in aspen LVL
stiffness. Wei et al. (2013) found that an increase in compression ratio of LVL would
improve MOE of LVL.
Among the three types of reinforced LVL, the LVL-CS+GM showed the highest
degree of improvement in all mechanical properties except for HSSV. In addition, LVLCS showed greater improvement in mechanical properties than did LVL-GM. The results
can be attributed to the following factors: firstly, the values of TS and MOE for E-glass
fiber (TS: 3.4GPa; MOE: 72.3GPa) in this research were lower than that of Pan-carbon
fiber (TS: 3.93GPa; MOE: 221GPa), so the reinforcement effect on LVL mechanical
properties of Pan-carbon fiber was greater than that of E-glass fiber. Secondly, the
composite of the carbon fiber sheet /glass fiber mesh had better mechanical properties
compared to carbon fiber and glass fiber, and also the composite had the effect of
compound enhancement between carbon fiber sheet and glass fiber mesh, which led to
increasing load-carrying capacity of LVL-CS+GM. So LVL-CS+GM had the best
Wang et al. (2015). “Mech. Prop. Reinf. LVL,” BioResources 10(4), 7455-7465.
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mechanical properties. Thirdly, due to the low surface activity of glass fiber sheet,
bonding strength of LVL-GM and LVL-CS+GM was lower than LVL-CG, so HSSV of
LVL-GM and LVL-CS+GM decreased compared to LVL-CG. Therefore, the degrees of
improvement in mechanical properties, excluding HSSV, for the three reinforcement
types were ordered as follows: LVL-CS+GM > LVL-CS > LVL-GM.
Analysis of the Effects of Lay-up Location of Reinforcing Materials on the
Mechanical Properties of Poplar LVL
To study the effect of the lay-up location of the reinforcing composite material on
the mechanical properties of the poplar LVL, two types LVL-SD and LVL-CD of
reinforced poplar LVL were designed, as presented in Fig. 2 (E) and (F). The measured
values of the mechanical properties for LVL-SD and LVL-CD are shown in Table 4.
One-way ANOVA showed that there was a significant difference at a 99% confidence
among MOEH, MOEV, MORH, and MORV. There was a significant difference at a 95%
confidence among HSSH, and HSSV. The percentages of improvement in mechanical
properties for the LVL-SD and LVL-CD are shown in Fig. 4.
Table 4. Measured Values of Mechanical Properties of Reinforced Poplar LVL
with Various Lay-Up Locations of Reinforcement Material
Lay-up
location

MORH
(MPa)
Std.
Mean
dev

MORV
(MPa)
Std.
Mean
dev

MOEH
(MPa)

MOEV
(MPa)

Mean

Std.
dev

Mean

Std.
dev

HSSH
(MPa)
Std.
Mean
dev

HSSV
(MPa)
Mean

Std
dev

LVL-CG

90.5

5.09

79.9

4.02

9185.8

128.04

8362.0

185.70

9.7

0.21

10.9

0.74

LVL-SD

113.8

4.31

109.4

6.43

10941.0

316.09

10289.5

393.57

12.2

0.73

11.1

1.09

LVL-CD

103.2

6.52

100.7

9.34

10076.3

182.15

9672.0

585.70

11.7

0.42

11.0

0.47

`
Fig. 4. Percentages of improvement in mechanical properties in comparison to control for LVLSD and LVL-CD

As can be seen in Fig. 4, LVL-SD could be used to obtain better mechanical
properties than could LVL-CD. However, HSSV did not improve with the use of these
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forms of reinforced poplar LVL. According to the mechanics theory of composite
materials (Shen et al. 2006), maximum stress would occur on the outermost layer of LVL
specimens during bending. When reinforcement material was laid closer to the outer
layer veneer, the influence of the reinforcement material on improving mechanical
properties was more significant, and the larger load-carrying capacity would be obtained.
In other words, locating the composite of CFRP and GFRP closer to the surface veneer
layer yielded better mechanical properties for poplar LVL, which agrees with the
research conclusions of Mei and Zhou (2009).

CONCLUSIONS
1. Under both horizontal and vertical loading modes of poplar LVL, all tested
mechanical properties, i.e., MOR, MOE, and HSS, were greatly improved by the use
of the multi-step hot-pressing method for the reinforcement of LVL.
2. When the mechanical properties of LVLs reinforced by different materials (CFRP
sheet/GFRP mesh composite, CFRP sheet, and GFRP mesh) were compared, it was
possible to conclude that for all types of reinforced LVL, in comparison to the control
LVL, MOR and MOE were improved under horizontal loading and vertical loading,
and HSS was improved under horizontal loading, but became less desirable under
vertical loading.
3. The poplar LVL reinforced by the CFRP sheet/GFRP mesh composite exhibited the
highest MOR and MOE. The poplar LVL reinforced by the CFRP sheet showed the
second highest MOR and MOE. The poplar LVL reinforced by GFRP mesh exhibited
the lowest MOR and MOE of the three types of reinforced LVL.
4. Better mechanical properties were found for the poplar LVL when a symmetrical layup location was used for the reinforcing material and when the CFRP sheet/GFRP
mesh composite was located closer to the surface veneer layer.
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